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1 Purpose of Deliverable D8
The purpose of the GEOBENE Deliverable D8 (T25) “Status Report Year II” is to
augment the description of work document and serve as a summary of the Reports D6
(T14) “GEOBENE Database Report” and D7 (T20) “Interim Aggregate Benefit
Assessment Report”.
Further, the progress of and achievements under the GEOBENE project since D5 (T13)
“Status Report Year I” will be documented in this report by a section containing the
updated and modified work descriptions by the consortium partners as well as a literature
list of papers produced during that review period under the framework of the GEOBENE
project.
Additionally, a selection of the most recent articles and papers is attached as annex to this
report.

2 Summary Description of the Project’s Objectives and
Deliverables in Year II (D6, and D7)
The goal of GEOBENE is to develop methodologies and analytical tools to assess the
economic, social and environmental effects of improved quantitative and qualitative
information delivered by the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) for
the nine benefit areas of GEO. Global earth observation systems have considerably
increased mankind’s capability to understand the physical world which surrounds us.
New information technology allows us to shape the future of global society. GEOSS
appears as a promising means to measure and to contribute to managing risks arising in
the nine benefit areas, altogether avoiding it at times. Our understanding of human
preferences through the study of behavioral psychology and economics has also helped us
understand ways in which citizens perceive risk and manage it in their lives and provide
normative guidance on increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of management. Yet
the increasing complexity of modern life is going to require new – and different  ways to
share burdens of managing risks ex ante nationally and internationally. GEO information
will be crucial in accompanying this process by providing direct and indirect utility in
terms of improved understanding of processes and better planning. Likewise the
efficiency and effectiveness of ad hoc intervention measures adapting to global risks
associated with the nine benefit areas can considerably be enhanced based on more
knowledge and online supporting data.
Scientists and practitioners around the globe are searching for options to perfect
management systems in the nine benefit areas identified by GEO. Both in the EU as well
as internationally there is a shortage of analytical tools to quantify reliably and in an
integrated manner economic, social and environmental effects of GEOSS. Therefore, the
impact of this project on both long and shortterm planning of Earth system policies can
be considered substantial. It is thus the prime objective of the proposed research to
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develop an operational cluster of models to support the international policy processes
associated with the nine benefit areas. The application and the development of the models
should directly lead to robust policy conclusions pertinent to measures, in particular their
implementation schedule, in the affected economic and social sectors visàvis measures
taken to improve earth system management based on an improved GEOSS.
The overall objective is to develop analytical tools to assess in a geographically
explicit fashion the economic, social and environmental benefits of improved
information provided in the context of GEOSS in the short and longterm in a
transparent and consistent way. This should support the formulation and
implementation of policies and measures associated with the further development of
GEOSS in a way that maximizes its benefit to society, including by assisting in the
implementation of international commitments, such as the Millennium Development
Goals.
In order to achieve the operational goals of the objective the following means have to be
considered. A comprehensive and consistent benefit assessment has to be built on a solid
scientific concept embracing appropriate knowledge and independent observations from
in situ studies/measurements and high quality auxiliary spatial data. System and data
integrity is an important requirement, together with the efficient application of data such
as Geographic Information System (GIS) data related to topography, soil, vegetation,
landuse, land cover, forest inventory, region boundaries, other land and landscape
information all the way to spatially explicit socioeconomic data, which are currently in
development. By making extensive use of spatial data we hope to be able to reap the
benefits from the huge investment on the part of the GEO partner systems and networks
in the collection of consistent spatial explicit data. The subsequent and parallel steps to
massive database work is the construction of consistent baselines for all spatial units in
order to provide a solid basis for assessment of additionality in GEObenefits in both
environmental and financial terms. A comprehensive inventory of benefit
enhancement option shall be built applying a value of information analysis approach
based on the achievements of the GEO 10 year Implementation Plan. Each benefit
enhancement option based on improved GEOSS will be appraised according to its
relative “competitiveness” using a wide variety of tailored models and environmental
management criteria that are created in a number of different international agreements.
After the application of benefit enhancement algorithms to each geographic unit and sub
benefit area “benefit landscapes” (direct impacts) are computed that are visualised by
means of GIS. These landscapes will be scrutinized by a user community that will have
access to benefit landscape information and tested with real data in a validation phase. In
addition to direct benefit impact assessment we will also provide integrated assessment
on a sector level and macroeconomic/societal level taking into account indirect effects
such as market feedbacks. The assessment of direct GEO benefits and indirect effects on
the sector or macrolevel will be performed in a specially targeted scenario package that
will be integrated with a number of existing energy scenario models and integrated
assessment models mostly in connection to the work performed in the IPCC and the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment.
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The project will conclude with a Summary for Policy Makers type of report explaining
the scientific concept, technological requirements, simulation results and implications for
policy making of the most crucial issues.
The Benefit Assessment Framework shall assure internal consistency of benefit analysis
projects which are at this stage either finished, ongoing or planned in the individual work
packages of the GEOBENE project as well as provides a framework on compiling
information from the existing literature and other sources. The benefit assessment
framework has also been designed to feed directly the final GEOBENE report which will
be of a similar form as the Stern Report on the Climate Change Challenge. It has to be
noticed that this document outlines only the framework of analysis. It is understood that
the heterogeneity of issues and methodological challenges with the analysis of each sub
socioeconomic benefit area are much larger to be covered in one framework. Thus, the
framework provides guidelines and provides a roadmap for individual analysis and the
integration and aggregation steps.
The established GEOBENE web site: http://www.geobene.eu (Deliverable D2, updated
during year II) is seen and used as a key tool for the project. The interactive design allows
for multidirectional coordination and scientific work on the individual studies and parts
of the project.
·

The Deliverable D6 (GEOBENE Data Base Report) deals with main objective of
workpackage WP4000 which is the analysis of current geomatics standards, the
definition of the geodata infrastructure within the GEOBENE project as well as
the definition of the interfaces between different system architecture layers. The
results of this workpackage will influence the data storage and will give
recommendations and definitions to other work packages.

·

The Deliverable D7 (Interim Aggregate Benefit Assessment Report)  according
to the DOW WP 5000 Aggregate Benefit Assessment – comprises tthe following
tasks
1. In accordance with information gathered and defined in WP2000,
decisions made 3100 and based on the tools build under WP 3200
supported by input data from WP 4000 carry out simulations in the
respective benefit areas.
2. Describe the decision tree for the methodological and tool choice
and give a precise, mathematical and database reference
description of the scenario calculations. Store the simulation results
such that they can be analysed for later use or independent outside
assessment.
3. Describe quantitatively and qualitatively the results of the
simulations for the aggregate (WP 5100) and by benefit area (WP
5200).
4. Describe synergies and tradeoffs within subbenefit areas and
between GEOBenefit areas in the production of geobenefits.
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3 Major Achievements During Year II (T14T25)
3.1

The project’s current relation to the stateoftheart

There is little readilyavailable literature on the quantitative assessment of either the
benefits or the costs related to Earth Observation. This is true both for big, concerted
efforts such as satellite missions, but also for insitu networks such as weather stations or
river hydrographs. It is especially true for determining the incremental costs of the
information dissemination systems that follow downstream of data acquisition platform.
The costs of satellite missions are usually incomplete (for ENVISAT only the full
program costs are given, 2.3 billion Euro or entirely missing (e.g. Landsat 5, The Satellite
Encyclopedia) or insufficiently itemized to be able to understand their incremental
components. In addition, it is difficult to assess the incremental costs of GEOSS since
cost estimates regarding the existing ‘’in situ’ data collection systems are often missing.
For example, in Europe, investment costs are largely unknown due to the fragmented
ownership and funding structure of the European Union, each sponsoring organization
only reporting their own contribution to the common budget (Höller and Banko, 2007).
Even within a single country, there are often several agencies collecting essentially the
same data – for example, in South Africa, rainfall data are collected by the SA Weather
Service, the National Department of Agriculture and the Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry, not to mention hundreds of private individuals and corporations and other state
agencies.
Recent studies have started to look at the benefits of Earth Observation. For example, two
studies have been conducted by Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PWC) on contract to the
European Space Agency (ESA). The first was to support the development of a business
plan for the GALILEO programme (Pricewaterhouse Coopers, 2001). The second was a
benefit assessment of the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES)
programme (Pricewaterhouse Coopers, 2006). Whereas the study on GALILEO did not
consider benefits in the context of GEOSS, the GMES study explicitly investigates the
impact of an existing and functional GMES system versus the nonexistence of such a
system (termed the ‘without GMES scenario’), and notes that GMES is the European
contribution to GEOSS. This study is the only current extensive study which tries to
assess the benefit of the European part of GEOSS. The PWC study undertakes a strategic
as well as a quantitative analysis. The strategic analysis is looks at strategic benefits in
order to determine what GMES as a strategic and political investment is trying to achieve.
In a second, socalled ‘bottom up’ study, which encompasses a quantitative as well as a
quantitative assessment, the macroeconomic benefits and economic efficiency savings
are assessed, largely through stakeholder consultation.
The PWC study points out that placing a monetary value on all the potential impacts of
GMES is difficult, since monetary estimates of the nonmarket benefits of GEO
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information often do not exist. In addition, the relationship between the availability of
information and the potential welfare impacts is not always clear. Hence, the PWC study
decided to make use of expert consultation to estimate what the value of information is
expected to be. A large group of experts was asked to prioritize benefit areas and to
assess what the most important benefits of GMES were expected to be. The advantage of
using expert consultation is that is a relatively fast way to get an indication of the range of
expected benefits. The disadvantage is that outcomes strongly depend on the experts
consulted and that the attribution of benefits usually remains unknown. It is crucial that
expert consultation studies are transparent about the experts consulted and the range of
answers provided (Morgan et al. 2001), because otherwise outcomes are likely to be
biased and not representative of what the value of GEO information is likely to be. In fact,
the PWC study was criticized for not taking all benefit areas equally into account (GMES
bureau, personal communication). Furthermore, the study used a statistical value of life
defined by Frankhauser (1995). This value is different in developing countries and
developed countries: an approach that has been criticized as being morally indefensible
(Fearnside, 1998). Also, the PWC study only presents the average estimates, largely
ignoring the range of estimates and the uncertainties involved. It does not provide insight
into the incremental benefits that various alternate Earth Observation investments could
have, nor the relative importance of improved EO information for the wider value chain.
Another benefit assessment of GEOSS based on expert opinion has been carried out by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of the US. The EPA created an interactive
US map separated by states that allows the user to view a fact sheet on the benefits of
GEOSS for each state. The fact sheet for each state contains information of an expert
consultation mainly covering the disaster benefit area, looking at tornadoes, hurricanes,
floods, earthquakes and droughts. Moreover, depending on the state areas such as health
(e.g. air quality, harmful aquatic blooms) and ecosystems (e.g. reduction of erosion,
pollution in watersheds, fish stocks) are also covered. Some of the global issues like
tracking global change are also mentioned in some states, though there is a certain
inconsistency as these phenomena do not just occur in those states and are not mentioned
in all the states fact sheets.
Alongside the expert consultation based studies mentioned, a number of studies illustrate
the potential benefit which could be gained from an improved weather forecast system:
with respect to mitigating natural hazards (Williamson et al., 2002); increasing crop yield
(Adams et al, 1995), food trading (Bradford and Kelejian, 1977) or road safety (Adams
et al., 2001). These studies attempt to measure the value of improved weather information
in absolute terms. They show that by simulation modeling can provide insight into the
relationship between improved weather information and the resultant economic gain.
Moreover, other research has attempted to use alternative approach to the usual cost
avoidance approach. The contingent valuation approach is undertaken also by
incorporating the commercial sector in the study, such as landscape/ business, TV and
film, recreation and sports, agriculture, hotel and catering, and institutions such as sports
and hospitals.
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The theory on the ‘Value of Information’ (VOI) has been developed by economists
working in fields as diverse as stock market trading and manufacturing (see for example
Nordhaus 1986, etc.) A working paper by Macaulay attempts to apply the ‘Value of
information’ theory to show how spacebased Earth Observations can improve natural
resource management. This study finds that the value of spacederived data depends
largely on four factors: 1) how uncertain decision makers are; 2) what is at stake as an
outcome of their decisions; 3) how much will it cost to use the information to make
decisions; and 4) what is the price of the next best substitute for the information.
Macauley (2005) describes three ways in which value of information can be measured. In
the first group the value of information is measured by gains in output or productivity. In
the second group the value of information in inferred under the hypothesis that it is
capitalized into the prices of goods and services (‘hedonic pricing’). The third group tries
to estimate the value of improved information based on the ‘willingnesstopay concept’
(‘contingent valuation). Macauley however does not clarify how welfare impacts can be
attributed to the availability of information and to how the incremental costs and benefits
of information might be assessed.

3.2

Objectives for year II

The GEOBENE Project consists of 3 phases, each of which is scheduled for about 1
year:
·
·
·

Phase 1: Defining of Methods and Data Base Creation
Phase 2: Application Phase
Phase 3: Integration Phase

The consortium finalized successfully the phases 1 where the group had mostly focused
on the definition of methods applied and the data base creation. The objectives for the 2nd
year have been the construction of relevant models and its due application and validation.
Some early achievements (first results comprising the assessment of the current status,
lessons learnt so far, as well as consolidated plans for the applications) are available at
that stage and relevant ongoing work is described in the short work descriptions which
may be downloaded from the webpage www.geobene.eu under the specific SBAs.
During the second year focus was directed on carrying out concrete quantification of
GEO benefits by carrying out detailed quantification studies within each SBA (see
table 1) using the methodologies and assessment tools which were developed and are
described by in D1.
These proposed studies are so called “riflestudies” (the “riflepathway” is described in
detail in the GEOBENE Deliverable D3 “Benefit Assessment Framework Report”)
which are special selected by GEOBENE partners. The identified and proposed studies
are listed in chapter 2 of this report in more detail.
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Benefit Area

Number of Studies Consortium Partners involved

Health

4

IIASA, PIK, KTL, others…

Disasters

15

IIASA, KTL, UNIBA, CSIR, others…

Energy

7

IIASA, FELIS, BOKU, others…

Climate

4

IIASA, PIK, others…

Water

4

IVM, EAWAG, CSIR,
University, others…

Weather

1

IIASA, others…

Ecosystems

5

IIASA, IVM, PIK, others…

Biodiversity

4

CSIR, SANBI, SANParks, IIASA, IVM, others…

Agriculture

4

IIASA, BOKU, EAWAG, SSCRI, NIES, IFPRI,
others…

Cross
sectoral

3

IIASA, BOKU, IVM, FELIS, others…

Total

51

All consortium partners

KTL,

Penn

State

Table 1: showing the updated (31 July 08) number of “riflestudies” by benefit area to be
carried out within the GEOBENE framework and indicates the consortium partners
involved.
Figure 1: Overview of the two GEOBENE assessment pathways
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3.3

Objectives and outlook for year III

From this point on, the GEOBENE project has entered the last year of its life time and
also the 3rd – so called – Integration Phase.
Models will be applied to special GEOBENE cases in order to support the assessment
and estimations of the societal benefits through improved Earth Observations.
After the KickOff Meeting in September 2006 and 1st progress meeting in June 2007,
followed by the 1st annual GEOBENE meeting in November 2007 and the 2nd progress
meeting in June 2008, the next (2nd) annual meeting is to be hold in autumn 2008,
followed by a last progress meeting in early 2009 and the GEOBENE Final Meeting in
Brussels (around June 2009).
·

·
·

·

preparing an IIASA/GEOBENE side event at the UNFCCC Climate Change
Talks in Accra/Ghana (21st/27th August 2008); for background information to the
GEOBENE side event in Accra as well as for the agenda see the annex to this
report.
preparing an IIASA/GEOBENE side event (together with EC) at COP14 in
Poznan (December 2008).
the GEOBENE coordinator is actively engaging in European and International
Policy processes in order to mainstream the role of global earth observations for
improved decision making – in particular – EC services (DG Environment and
DG Agri)
the GEOBENE coordinator will be seconded from IIASA to the GEOSecretariat
in Geneva (in full coordination with the GEOBENE project officer in Brussels);
Additionally to his coordinative tasks, Dr. Obersteiner will focus here on the
preparation of special GEOBENE publications (book and articles) in close
collaboration with the EC and GEOSEC.
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4 Work performed during year II
During this second year of GEOBENE (July 2007 to end of June 2008, T13T24) there
were 2 deliverables produced (D6, D7) by the consortium and delivered to Brussels
according to the Detailed Workplan (D1). The GEOBENE deliverables are presenting
the research work performed until that stage and in parallel they also serve as a layout for
the project’s next steps.

4.1

GEOBENE Deliverable (D6)

DELIVERABLE D6 (T14) GEOBENE DATA BASE
REPORT
Due date of deliverable:

30 September 2007

Short summary
The main objective of workpackage WP4000 has been the analysis of current geomatics
standards, the definition of the geodata infrastructure within the GEOBENE project as
well as the definition of the interfaces between different system architecture layers. The
results of this workpackage will influence the data storage and will give
recommendations and definitions to other work packages.
The outcome of this task / recommendations …..
· OGC and ISO TC211 standards, a general review of geomatioc standards that
are used world wide
· A review of Metadata standards (like Dcand ISO 19115) which are obviously
vitally important for this project
· A review of global spatial data infrastructures, like UNSDI, INSPIRE
initiative etc.
· since GEO’s data infrastrucutre is still developing and in discussion we will
review this SDI in deliverable D8
· GEOBENE’s system architecture that we are going to use for our spatial data
and model results within our project.

4.2

GEOBENE Deliverable (D7)

DELIVERABLE D7 (T21) INTERIM AGGREGATE
BENEFIT ASSESSMENT REPORT
Due date of deliverable:

31 March 2007
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Short summary
According to the DOW WP 5000 Aggregate Benefit Assessment is comprised of the
following tasks
5. In accordance with information gathered and defined in WP2000, decisions made
3100 and based on the tools build under WP 3200 supported by input data from
WP 4000 carry out simulations in the respective benefit areas.
6. Describe the decision tree for the methodological and tool choice and give a
precise, mathematical and database reference description of the scenario
calculations. Store the simulation results such that they can be analysed for later
use or independent outside assessment.
7. Describe quantitatively and qualitatively the results of the simulations for the
aggregate (WP 5100) and by benefit area (WP 5200).
8. Describe synergies and tradeoffs within subbenefit areas and between GEO
Benefit areas in the production of geobenefits.
With respect to task 1 GEOBENE has developed in WP 2000 the GEOBENE benefit
chain concept which is described in D4 deliverable and has been accepted for publication
in a special issue on GEOSS with the IEEE journal. GEOBENE has decided that in the
disaster and health SBAs stochastic simulation and optimization approaches were
selected to be used for benefit assessment. In the Energy SBA GEOBENE has developed
an operational Real Options framework combined with Portfolio models. In the
remaining SBAs GEOBENE decided to use a more deterministic framework. A large
GEOBENE database was build and is fully coupled with the GEOBENE tools.
In respect to task 2: The methodological and tool choices are described for each case
study described below. The precise mathematical descriptions and results from the
assessment are provided for each case study in the form of an scientific paper to be or
already submitted to scientific journals or as book contributions. The drafts of these
papers are available via the internal GEOBENE website. The individual simulation
results are not stored in a centaral database, but are available upon request from each
research group leader.
In respect to task 3 GEOBENE has developed the FeliX model (ref. GEOMACRO the
wording of the GEOBENE DOW) for global integrated GEO benefit assessment. FeliX is
described below with a simple illustrative example of aggregation of benefit assessment.
Aggregation by individual SBAs has not yet been performed and there is ongoing
discussion about the sensibility of such an exercise as GEOSS emphasises integration.
This discussion links to task 4 describing and quantifying synergies and tradeoffs within
subbenefit areas and between GEOBenefit areas. The advantage of the FeliX model is
that it provides a more visually appealing representation of the interconnectedness of
benefit areas.
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4.3

GEOBENE Meetings and HighlightConference Attendance

GEOBENE Consortium Meetings
·
·

19th/20th November 2007: 1st Annual GEOBENE Meeting
23rd/24th June 2008: EOBENE Progress Meeting 08

Participation of the GEOBENE team in highlevel Conferences, workshops,
meetings and events
·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

7th August 2007: Meeting at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), German
Remote Sensing Data Center, D82234 Oberpfaffenhofen/Wessling. Presentations
of the GEOBENE Project and on global energy models, need for better
estimation of potentials of RES, Optimal positioning and scaling of a global
bioenergy systems, Solar and wind energy.
31st August 2007: GEOBENE Meeting at the GEO Secretariat, Discussion on
using the benefit chain concept to assess benefits of the Global Earth Observation
Systems of Systems; Introduction of Models used in the Geobene project to the
Geo Secretariat
9th September 2007 Wengen Workshop on Global Change Research 2007, Title
of Presentation by Steffen Fritz: Using an integrated assessment framework with
respect to climate change: an example of wheat potential in Africa under CC
Scenario, This presentation showed the importance of improved earth observation
when different global datasets are integrated.
26th/27th of November 2007: Organizing a GeoBene Booth and participating in
the EC Booth at the Geo Ministerial Summit, Cape Town International
Convention Centre. Presented Poster see Annex to this Report.
12th of December 2007, Participation at the Fall Meeting of the American
Geophysical Union (AGU), Title of Presentation: "Determining Socioeconomic
Benefits of Earth Science".
3rd/14th December 2007: Organizing an IIASA/GEOBENE side event at
UNFCCC COP 13 in Bali. Distributed GEOBENE Folder, SideEvent Agenda
and Press Release see Annex to this Report.
10th/11th February 2008, Participation in the Science and Technology Committee
meeting of GEO, Geozentrum Hannover Stilleweg 2 D30655 Hannover,
Germany
7th/9th of April 2007, Potsdam, GEO Biodiversity Observation Network, This 2nd
GEO Biodiversity Observation Network Workshop build upon the 1st Workshop
on Defining User Needs for a Global Observation System for Biodiversity held at
the GEO Secretariat (Geneva) on 2325 October 2006. That meeting resulted in
general agreement amongst participants to form the Biodiversity Observation
Network. Outcome of the meeting was that also for GeoBon benefit assessments
are necessary and that techniques and lessons learned from the Geobene project
can partly be applied also in the Geobon activity.
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·

4.4

22nd/23rd May Science and Technology Committee Meeting. Presentation:
Results in the Ecosystems and Biodiversity SBA. Examples of the Benefit Chain
concept, Presentation was well received by SCT.

GEOBENE WEB PAGE – RELAUNCH

Launch of the new GEOBENE web page www.geobene.eu at the GEOBENE
Progress Meeting 08 (IIASA, 2324 June 2008)
The web page for the GEOBENE project has been completely renewed and improved in
order to provide best online access to our work.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the new GEOBENE homepage at www.geobene.eu
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The GEOBENE web page now offers:
· Easy access to all relevant information for the public
· Easy access to special documents and data base for consortium members
· Public GEOSS contribution option
The web page consists of 5 main “steering” and selection fields:
1. The central SBA area (picture field) provides easy access to information
regarding each SBA by clicking the desired square. In the appearing submenu the
work done by GEOBENE within each SBA can be accessed and each consortium
partners’ contribution can be reached
2. The GEOBENE window in the upper left corner provides all necessary
information regarding the project to the public (incl. a project and partner
description, present research by partner, applications, all public documents such
as GEOBENE reports, dissemination material such as the GEOBENE
information folder or the GEOBENE poster (for the poster and folder see Annex
to this report), a glossary explaining the most important acronyms of this web
page, the archive for older announcements and an additional Public GEOSS
Contribution bottom)
3. The GEOBENE Announcement field (upper right) provides latest information
regarding important GEOBENE events (the older events automatically appear in
the archive menu); presently there can be seen the announcement for the IIASA
GEOBENE side event at the UNFCCC climate change talks in Accra (2127
August 2008) and the announcement to the latest GEOBENE Progress meeting
held at IIASA in June 2008.
4. The Internal Menu field (lower left corner) that only appears (under the user
name) when a user (consortium member or selected scientist) is logged in – not
visible to the public.
5. This is the place where internal documents and publications are presented to the
consortium members, where the input to the benefit assessment database (RIFLE)
can be seen, where the loggedin user can search the web page for documents or
connect to the GEOBENE Metadata Server. Also all collected papers regarding
the project and its single tasks can be reached under this menu and a internal
contact list with full coordinates is available here.
6. The GEOBENE – Public GEOSS Contribution Bar below the satellite picture.
From here the interested (public) user can get to the Public GEOSS Contribution
section in order to upload their relevant information which will be reviewed by
our SBA officers before the public contribution will be accepted and put online
(for the description of the semiautomated process see Annex to this report)
2 Additional menus at the GEOBENE web page allow for reading some important ESA
events (right center) and some daily changing quotes (left center).
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4.5

GEOBENE Work Descriptions – Update by Partner

4.5.1 IIASA

Global Biomass Optimization Model
(GLOBIOM / Global FASOM)
GLOBIOM is a global static partial equilibrium model integrating the agricultural,
bioenergy and forestry sectors with the aim to give policy advice on global issues
concerning land use competition between the major landbased production sectors.
Concept and structure of GLOBIOM are similar to the US Agricultural Sector and
Mitigation of Greenhouse Gas (ASMGHG) model (Schneider, McCarl and Schmid 2007).
The global agricultural and forest market equilibrium is computed by choosing land use
and processing activities to maximize the sum of producer and consumer surplus subject
to resource, technological, and political restrictions, as described by McCarl and Spreen
(1980). Prices and international trade flows are endogenously computed for 11 world
regions.
The market is represented through implicit product supply functions based on detailed,
geographically explicit, Leontief production functions, explicit resource supply functions
(land and water), and product demand functions. In what follows we will focus on the
presentation of the production side of the model as depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Supply sectors as represented in GLOBIOM
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Land and its characteristics are the key elements of our modeling approach. In order to
enable global biophysical process modeling of agricultural and forest production, a
comprehensive database has been built (Skalsky et al., 2008), which contains geospatial
data on soil, climate/weather, topography, land cover/use, and crop management (e.g.
fertilization, irrigation). The data are available from various research institutes (NASA,
JRC, FAO, USDA, IFRPI, etc.) and significantly vary with respect to spatial, temporal,
and attribute resolutions, thematic relevance, accuracy, and reliability. Therefore, data
were harmonized into several common spatial resolution layers including 5 and 30
arcmin as well as country layers. Consequently, Homogeneous Response Units (HRU)
have been delineated by including only those parameters of landscape, which are almost
constant over time. At the global scale, we have included five altitude classes, seven
slope classes, and six soil classes. In a second step, the HRU layer is merged with other
relevant information such as global climate map, land category/use map, irrigation map,
etc. to delineate Simulation Units, which are actually input into the Environmental Policy
Integrated Climate model (EPIC, Williams 1995, Izaurralde et al. 2006). This HRU
concept assures consistent aggregation of geospatially explicit biophysical impacts that
are simulated with EPIC (e.g. crop yields, nitrogen leaching, soil carbon sequestration).
Currently, two major land cover types are represented in the model: cropland and forest.1
Crop production accounts for about 20 globally most important crops. The data are taken
from FAOSTAT, where national averages over the years 20012005 are used to define
base levels for yields, harvested areas, prices, production, consumption, trade, and supply
utilization. Irrigated crop yields, crop specific irrigation water requirements, and costs for
five irrigation systems are derived from a variety of sources as described in Sauer et al.
(2008). For selected crops (corn, sugarcane and wheat), management and land quality
specific yields have been estimated with EPIC. Four management systems are currently
represented which correspond to the IFRPI crop distribution data classification (irrigated,
high input  rainfed, low input  rainfed and subsistence management systems). The
number of crops, systems, and parameters (especially environmental parameters like soil
carbon, erosion, and nutrient leakage) estimated with EPIC is being expanded.
Crop supply can enter one of three processing/demand channels: consumption, livestock
production or biofuel production. Consumption is modeled by constant elasticity demand
functions parameterized using FAOSTAT data. Only a preliminary regional livestock
production representation is applied in the present version of the model where a bundle of
livestock products is assimilated to a generic commodity  “animal calories”. Feed
requirements have been calculated from the Supply Utilisation Accounts, FAOSTAT.
Demand for livestock products is represented through upward sloping demand curves.
Biofuel options from crops include first generation technologies for a) ethanol from
sugarcane or corn, and b) biodiesel from soya or rapeseed. The processing data are based
on Hermann and Patel (2007) for ethanol and Haas et al. (2006) for biodiesel. Market
demand for ethanol and biodiesel is represented through vertical demand functions.
1

We have initiated the work to fully include also pastures. Concerning industrial forest plantations, they
have already been included in a previous, less detailed, version of the model, now work is in progress to
include them also into this new HRU based version.
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Primary forest production is characterized also on the basis of HRUs and the resulting
Simulation Units. The most important parameters for the model are mean annual
increment, maximum share of sawlogs in the mean annual increment, and harvesting cost.
These parameters are shared with the G4M model – a successor of the model described
by Kindermann et al (2006). More specifically, mean annual increment for the “current”
management2, is obtained by downscaling the biomass stock data from the Global Forest
Resources Assessment (FAO, 2005) from the country level to the 0.5° × 0.5° grid using
the method described in Kindermann et al. (2008). This downscaled biomass stock data is
subsequently used to parameterize the increment curves Kindermann (2008). Finally,
sawnwood share is estimated by the tree size which in turn depends on yield and rotation
time. Harvesting costs is adjusted for slope and tree size as well.
Five primary forest products are defined: sawlogs, pulplogs, other industrial logs,
firewood, and energy biomass. Sawlogs, pulplogs and energy biomass are further
processed. Sawnwood and woodpulp production, and demand parameters rely on the
4DSM model described in Rametsteiner et al. (2007). FAO data and other secondary
sources have been used for quantities and prices of sawnwood and woodpulp. For
production cost estimates of these products, for example, mill costs, an internal IIASA
database and purchased data were used. The energy biomass can be converted into
methanol and heat or electricity and heat, where processing costs and conversion
coefficients are obtained from Leduc et al. (2008), Hamelinck and Faaij (2001), Sørensen
(2005), and Biomass Technology Group (2005). Demand for woody bioenergy
production is implemented through minimum quantity restrictions, similarly as demand
for other industrial logs and for firewood.
The final model calibration, supposed to correct data imperfections and get the baseline
solution close to the observed values, is done by adjusting the cost parameters of selected
activities so that for the baseline activity levels, their marginal cost equals to their
marginal revenue, as assumed by the microeconomic theory. The controlled activities are
crop areas, primary forest products supply and animal calories supply.

Biomass Technology Group (2005). Handbook Biomass Gasification. H.A.M. Knoef.
ISBN: 9081006819.
FAO. 2005. “Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005, Progress towards sustainable
forest management.” Vol. 147 of FAO Forestry Paper. FAO, Rome.
FAO. 2007. FAOSTAT. Available online at faostat.fao.org.
Haas, M.J., McAloon, A.J., Yee, W.C. and T.A. Foglia. 2006. “A process model to
estimate biodiesel production costs.” Bioresource Technology 97: 671678.
2

Forest management options differ so far only in the length of the rotation period. Next to the current
management, an optimum management has been defined. Other 4 management options have been
parameterized, where rotation periods are +/ 25% of the current rotation time or of the optimum rotation
time.
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Hamelinck, C.N. and A.P.C. Faaij (2001). “Future Prospects for Production of Methanol
and Hydrogen from Biomass.” Utrecht University, Copernicus Institute, Science
Technology and Society, Utrecht, Netherlands 2001.
Hermann, B.G. and M. Patel. 2007. “Today's and tomorrow's biobased bulk chemicals
from white biotechnology  A technoeconomic analysis.” Applied Biochemistry
and Biotechnology 136: 361388.
Izaurralde, R.C., J.R. Williams, W.B. McGill, N.J. Rosenberg, and M.C. Quiroga Jakas.
2006. Simulating soil C dynamics with EPIC: model description and testing
against longterm data. Ecological Modelling, 192:362384.
Kindermann, G.E. 2008. “Getting forest growth functions out of yield tables.”
Kindermann, G.E., McCallum, I. and S. Fritz. 2008. “A global forest growing stock,
biomass and carbon map based on FAO statistics.” Forthcoming.
Kindermann, G.E., Obersteiner, M., Rametsteiner, E. and I. McCallum. 2006. “Predicting
the deforestationtrend under different carbonprices.” Carbon Balance and
Management 1: 15.
Leduc, S., D. Schwab, E. Dotzauer, E. Schmid, M. Obersteiner (2008). “Optimal
Location of Wood Gasification Plants for Methanol Production with Heat
Recovery.” International Journal of Energy Research, IGECIII special issue.
McCarl, B.A. and T.H. Spreen. 1980. “Price Endogenous Mathematical Programming as
a Tool for Sector Analysis.” American Journal of Agricultural Economics 62: 87
102.
Rametsteiner E, Nilsson S, Boettcher H, Havlik P, Kraxner F, Leduc S,
Obersteiner M, Rydzak F, Schneider U, Schwab D, Willmore L. 2007.
Study of the Effects of Globalization on the Economic Viability of EU Forestry.
Final Report of the AGRI Tender Project: AGRIG4200606 [2007].
Sauer, T., Havlík, P., Kindermann, G., and Schneider, U.A. 2008. Agriculture, Population,
Land and Water Scarcity in a changing World  the Role of Irrigation. Paper
prepared for the 2008 Congress of the European Association of Agricultural
Economists in Gent, Belgium.
Schneider,U.A., B.A.McCarl, and E.Schmid. 2007. "Agricultural sector analysis on
greenhouse gas mitigation in US agriculture and forestry." Agricultural Systems.
94:128140.
Skalsky, R., Z. Tarasovičová, J. Balkovič, E. Schmid, M. Fuchs, E. Moltchanova, G.
Kindermann, and P. Scholtz. 2008. GEOBENE global database for biophysical
modeling v. 1.0 – concepts, methodologies and data. The GEOBENE database
report. International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), Austria, pp.
58.
Sørensen, Å.L (2005) “Economies of Scale in Biomass Gasification Systems.” IIASA,
Interim Report 2005, IR05030.
Williams, J.R. 1995. The EPIC Model. In Computer Models of Watershed Hydrology
(Ed.: V.P. Singh). Water Resources Publications, Highlands Ranch, Colorado,
1995, pp 9091000.
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Project Title: Value of Observations for Reduction of EarthquakeInduced
Loss of Life on a Global Scale
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: IIASA (leader), KTL /Finland/
Background: The ability to promptly assess the damage distribution in the
aftermath of an earthquake has a substantial impact on the efficiency of the
rescue operations and the reduction of the number of fatalities. Peak ground
acceleration (PGA) is one of the proxies used to describe the intensity of an
earthquake and therefore the possible damage to the buildings in the area
affected by disaster. However, PGA itself does not fully determine the impact of
an earthquake on a particular building because of the other substantial factors
involved, e.g. dynamic characteristics of the ground motion, engineering
properties of a building, local soil conditions and corresponding
amplification/attenuation/liquefaction effects. For a rapid damage assessment it is
very important either to directly observe an affected area or to use an
engineering model of buildings’ response together with measured (observed)
characteristics of ground motion and other relevant information e.g. local soil
conditions. The observations are essential in both cases. Therefore, better
information in terms of completeness, measurement accuracy, and refinement of
spatial resolution, may lead to better earthquake rapid response management
and reduction of the losses induced by earthquakes.
Data: As an input for the model we use datasets developed by Global Seismic
Hazard Assessment Program (GSHAP, 2000), Global RuralUrban Mapping
Project (GRUMP, 2004), and Center for International Earth Science Information
Network (CIESIN, 2002).
Methods: We simulate the earthquakeinduced damage using global earthquake
hazard assessment, economic, and population data. Then we apply the optimal
rescue resource distribution submodel to evaluate the rescue efficiency for
information rich and information poor scenarios.
Results: The model reproduces the global historical data on earthquakeinduced
fatalities for the past 30 years quite well. For a number of regionalscale case
studies the assessments produced by the model are in good correlation with the
data reported from the field. One of the averaged estimates of the GEOSS effect
indicated by the model, is the possible reduction of loss of life induced by
earthquakes by more than 40% on global scale.
Status: A manuscript on ‘Value of Observations for Reduction of Earthquake
Induced Loss of Life on a Global Scale’ by Nikolay Khabarov, Andriy Bun, and
Michael Obersteiner is being prepared (as of July 2008).
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Figure: Areas on the world map with the biggest expected effect of earth
observations on reduction of earthquakeinduced losses (bigger value of an index
corresponds to a bigger effect).

Project Title: Global Partnership in Global Earth Observations
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: IIASA (leader)
Background/Methods: The emergence of a global partnership on earth observations will
crucially drive the configuration of future observing systems and consequently shape how
socioeconomic benefits are generated. In this project we take a gametheoretical
approach to model cooperation on building global earth observation systems. We
consider several societies whose economies are subject to shocks mimicking major
natural disasters. Economies operate optimally and lead to the best possible expected
value for the social welfares in the future. In order to increase its welfare even more
society can make a decision to invest into a global alerting system which lowers the risk
of disasters.
Results: We start our investigation from a singlesociety case and show conditions under
which benefits of such investment can be reaped. The propensity to invest increases with
economic affluence and degree of vulnerability to natural disasters. We show that for
poor and/or less vulnerable countries it is better to forbear from investment. If to consider
a situation of multiple societies a strategic gaming situation emerges motivated by the
fact that every society will benefit from a global system regardless of whether they
invested or not. Our analysis of possible equilibrium solutions shows that similar to the
formation of trading blocks (e.g. EU, NAFTA) only in the case of similar societies we
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will observe cooperation behavior (when all invest) and otherwise we will observe free
riding.
Status: The paper `Infinitehorizon Dynamic Programming and Application to
Management of Economies Effected by Random Natural Hazards’ by A. Kryazhimskiy,
M. Obersteiner, and A. Smirnov with mathematical details and proofs will be publish in
Applied Mathematics and Computation (currently available online as the article in press
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.amc.2008.05.042).

Figure: Illustration how an uncertainty in risk valuing could provide an incentive for
cooperation of two countries (“red” and “blue”). The left figure represents the situation
when each country has a good risk assessment and the “red” country prefers to be a free
rider according to the (Nash) equilibrium strategy (yellow dot is the intersection of
functions of best replies). The risk uncertainty makes the best replies curves fuzzy (the
right figure) and the freeriding cannot be considered in this case by the “red” country as
a unique optimal strategy. Arising nonuniqueness of equilibrium solutions leads to
necessity of additional negotiations between countries to set appropriate investments
level.

Project Title: Sustainable potential supply of bioenergy
Area: Energy
SubArea: Bioenergy
Background:
There are some efforts to replace fossil fuel usage by biofuels. These biofuels should be
produced without dramatic land use changes like deforestation. The biofuels should be
produced by using little energy so that they can help reducing carbon emissions. They
should cause low environmental pollution by using fertilizer, pesticide and heavy
machines which will compress the soil and can loose oil. Agricultural land and forest can
be used to store the sun energy in biomass which will be used as bioenergy.
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Data:
For the biomass which can be produced by forest a net primary productivity map,
describing the current increment, a forest cover map (CORINE, GLC2000) describing the
current distribution of forests, a forest biomass map, slope map, FAOstatistics showing
the current usage of wood (sawn wood, pulp and paper) and population density maps and
their energy consumption, are used.
Methods:
Increment functions of forests are developed by using present yield tables. These
functions react on NPP, stocking degree and rotation time. By using this increment
function, an optimal rotation time (highest average increment) can be estimated. This
rotation time determines the average tree size at harvest and also the tree size taken
during thinning. The tree size and also the slope of the forest stand influence the
harvesting costs and losses. With this approach and a map describing the long term
harvestable wood and the harvesting costs for different slope classes is drawn.
In a next step, this data is used to optimize the position of potential power plants of
specific size. Transportation from the forests to the plant and from the plant to the
consumer are also optimized.
Results:
Optimal placement of power plants and estimation of the amount and location of raw
material supplied to the bio refinery plants.
Outlook:
Potential yields and costs of forest biomass account for a high share of the bioproduct
cost. They are therefore of high value for the costs of biomass transport to the biofuel
plant. These costs can be estimated regarding the position and size of the power plants.

Project Title: World Risk Maps
SBA: Disasters
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: IIASA (leader), RAV, FOR
Background:
To inform and improve decision making on disaster risk management and adaptation to
climate change on the country, regional and global level, world natural disaster risk maps
are needed which incorporate the inherent randomness of the phenomena. Through the
use of loss distributions the full information of possible direct and indirect losses can be
better assessed and new risk management strategies developed.
Data: The dataset used for this study is gridded data on various scales from various
sources, including the ones used in other large scale assessment studies such as the
Hotspots studies or UNDP’s Reducing Disaster Risk.
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Methods: In a stochastic framework the CatSim and CatView model assesses the
financial and economic consequences of natural disasters, showing their impacts on
indicators such as national economic growth (in terms of averages and volatility),
indebtedness and other important variables. A key concept here is the translation of
direct/financial risks (stock effects) into economic/indirect risks (flow effects).
Results:
Phase I: While CATSIM assessments have been based on aggregate countrywide
assessments of asset risks, a more spatially explicit approach for GeoBene was
developed, namely the CATVIEW module. The CATVIEW module tries to combine the
hazard, elements at risk and the physical sensitivity of the exposure by integrating
different estimation techniques (Maximum likelihood estimation as well as Monte Carlo
Simulation) to get an overview and approximations of different direct risk levels, e.g.
through loss distributions.

Figure: Left: Earthquake occurrences (intensity and frequency) and (right) loss
approximation via the CatView module.
The goal of this approach is to represent natural disaster risk in more detail and more
accurately than in existing studies, such as the Hotspots studies or UNDP’s Reducing
Disaster Risk. The foreseen output would be probabilistic asset risk maps, which also can
be used to assess economic flow effects.
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Figure: Foreseen representation of disaster risk for Europe
The CatView output is seen as the basis for the overall process development, which also
can be used for scientific assessment of natural extreme events on various scales.
Phase 2:
Due to various problems encountered in phase 1, the ongoing analysis will focus now at
the beginning of phase 2 on hotspot regions and countries with good datasets. Especially
European countries are now looked at in more detail. Probability based approaches which
combine hazard, exposure and vulnerability to get loss distributions at the end are used
here and are based on Grided information data, e.g. Corine Land Cover data and hazard
simulation through water/rainfall models. Furthermore, new upscaling techniques had to
be invented, such as hybridconvolution, to get loss estimates on the country level. These
are then compared with other loss estimation techniques such as simple timeseries
analysis of past losses or combination of past losses with given hazard characteristics. It
was found that some of these loss estimates are different in an order of magnitude of 3 to
5. That this has also effects on risk management strategies seems obvious. For example, if
Austria base his national disaster fund (see figure below) on the expected losses of the
loss distribution, fiscal effects due to national disasters could be quite different in their
magnitude.
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Figure: Austrian Disaster Fund with accumulation (blue line) and without (red line)
However, to estimate such flow effects, economic models have to be used. Currently,
Solowtype growth models are built for estimating such effects. The costs and benefits of
risk management strategies on the long run are based on optimal portfolio techniques and
the different loss distributions. These results are then compared with the help of risk
measures, e.g. Value at Risk, Conditional Value at Risk or Expected Loss approaches.

Project Title: Indexed bases insurance schemes
SBA: Disasters
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: IIASA (leader), RAV
Background: Risk management is at the heart of insurance. Yet, as insurance uptake
particularly in developing countries is low due to among other things the substantial costs
of insurance, novel products are being developed utilizing indexbased approaches, where
the claim payment is not based on the individual losses, but on physical signals, such as
rainfall and the lack thereof. Microinsurance is one of insurance, which aims at managing
risks for the poor through increased stakeholder coordination and information sharing
between donor organisations, multilateral agencies, NGO’s etc. To make this instrument
costeffective, indexbased microinsurance is currently being developed in Asia, Latin
America and Africa. The event triggering the payment of loss compensations is an easy
toobserve objective event, such as measurements of atmospheric or seismic activities by
an independent observatory exceeding some threshold. While this kind of event
triggering is easy to implement, cheap and not subject to moral hazard, it might be
ineffective, if the real loss is not highly correlated to the triggering event. There is a
fundamental tradeoff in such kind of instruments: Easytoobserve events are not highly
correlated to the real loss, but well correlated events are not easy to observe. The question
is whether new technologies of remote sensing may alleviate this dilemma: By observing
smaller areas with better resolution, the triggering event for a certain region may be very
local and therefore better correlated with the damages in that region.
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Data: Daily Rainfall amount from 1961 till 2005 from Chitedze station. PRECIS
rescaled projections (monthly rainfall) of the control and future period. Control is
January1960 to December 1979. Future is January 2070 to December 2089. MM5
rescaled projections (monthly rainfall) of the control and future period. Control is from
January 1975 to December1984. Future is January 2070 to December 2079
Methods: Monte Carlo simulation, dynamic financial analysis.
Results: Phase 1:
Based on rainfall data as well as climate scenarios up to 2100 for a village in Malawi
various possible problems of microinsurance were tackled. For example, the figure
below show the catastrophe risk of insurers in this region, if climate change signals are
not taken into consideration.
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Figure: Simulated trajectories of insurance pool’s capital in the near future
Based on extreme value theory the benefits in the case of extremes were assessed. In
conclusion heavier tails are likely to be expected in the future, which in turn would lead
to higher probabilities of an insurers ruin, due to the underestimation of the direct risk.
Phase 2:
In phase 2 other benefit areas will be assessed in a quantitative manner too. The benefits
of additional data or more detailed data is investigated on the country level as well.
Furthermore, the very important “basis risk” for microinsurance is looked at. Here, it is
assumed that the basis risk can be decreased due to better land use information and
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incorporating El Nina and El Nino effects. Furthermore, some districts in Uttar Pradesh
are looked at too, e.g. Maharajganj and Gorakhpur. A drought and risk management
model on the microlevel was built to determine the probabilities of farmers to trap into
poverty.

Figure: Drought and risk management approach
The comparison of different estimation techniques for the crop growth over a longer time
horizon, e.g. through statistical analysis or via EPIC or FAO approaches, will yield to
different sorts of optimal risk management strategies and investments and should finally
give results on how poverty could be reduced with the help of more advanced geo
information. Also the effects of climate change are incorporated here. Irrigation and
indexedbased insurance is considered as two important risk management strategies here.

4.5.2 BOKU
Project Title: Establishing a relational database for global EPIC modelling
SBA: Agriculture and other land uses
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: SSCRI, BOKU, IIASA
Background: EPIC is a biophysichemcial process model and requires data on weather,
soil, topography as well as land use and crop management. These type of data need to be
available for global analysis. There are basically to types of data, (i) geospatial data and
(ii) nonspatial data. The spatial data usually is available in different resolutions and non
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spatial data often refer to country statistics. In building such database, we have to (i)
review and collect the data, (ii) process and harmonize the data, (iii) fill the data gaps and
the EPIC data requirements, and (iv) store the data in a relational database.
Data:
Topographical data:
· GTOPO30 (data authority USDA EROS),
· SRTM (data authority NASA),
Soil data:
· DSMW (data authority FAO),
· WISE (data authority ISRIC),
Weather/Climate data:
· East Anglia climate data from 19012002 (Tyndall),
· 18 climate change scenario data for 20012100 (Tyndall),
· ECMWF weather variation data
Land cover/use data:
· GLC2000 (data authority ECJRC),
· GLU (data authority IFPRI),
administrative units data:
· GAUL (data authority EC, FAO),
crop management data:
· literature review (irrigation map, fertilization map, etc.)
Methods: Relational databases.
Results: The data has been collected, processed, harmonized, completed and stored
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Figure 1: The global EPIC database logic: an overview
Status: finished.
Project Title: Delineation of Homogenous Response Units (HRU) at global scale
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: SSCRI, BOKU, IIASA
Background: EPIC requires plotscale data, where weather, soil, topography and crop
management systems are assumed to be homogeneous. Therefore, the data (see above)
has to be processed to delineate a global HRU layer This HRU concept assures
consistency in integrating the biophysical impact vectors from EPIC in an economic land
use optimization model (e.g. Global FASOM, GLOBIOM, BeWhere, etc.). A twostep
hierarchical process has been developed to delineate the HRUs (Schmid et al., 2007):
· In the first step, parameters of landscape are merged (e.g. altitude, slope, soil
texture), which are relatively stable over time (even under climate change) and
hardly affected by farm management.
· In the second step, the HRU layer obtained in the first step is merged with land
cover categories, weather, crop rotation and management, and boundary
information to derive individual simulation units (ISU).
Each ISU represents a certain share in a spatial unit, which is simulated with EPIC to
deliver spatially and temporally explicit biophysical impact vectors. These ISUs along
with their physical characteristics (crop yields, emissions) and their specific other
attributes (area, management) are treated as an activity in economic land use optimization
models. If all potential alternative ISUs are simulated with the biophysical process model
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then one can construct a production and / or emission possibility set that an economic
land use optimization model can choose from.
Data: data listed above.
Methods: GIS.
Results: The global HRU layer (see figure 2) has been constructed and combined with all
relevant data to derive individual simulation units (ISU). Each ISU contains information
on weather, soil, topography, land use, and crop management. Currently, we are working
in construction spatially explicit crop rotations.
Figure 2: The global HRU layer

Status: HRU and ISU finished, contruction of crop roation in progress.

Project Title: Extension of the EPIC model for greenhouse gases.
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: BOKU, IIASA
Background: EPIC is a daily time step model capable of simulating many agro
ecosystem processes including crop growth, tillage, wind and water erosion, runoff, soil
density, leaching and soil organic matter dynamics. Recently, the EPIC model was
extensively modified with algorithms describing C and N transformations in soil
following concepts and equations used in the Century model (Izaurralde et al., 2006). The
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incorporation of greenhouse gases effects is the current and near future into EPIC
modeling. The microbial denitrification is modeled on an hourly basis following the
concept that oxidation of C releases electrons thereby driving a demand for electron
acceptors such as O2 and oxides of nitrogen (NO3, NO2, and N2O). Diffusion of O2 or
CO2 and N2O respectively, to and from microbial sites is described using a spherical
diffusion model. A cylindrical diffusion model is used to describe O2 transport to root
surfaces and CO2 and N2O from the root surfaces. Oxygen uptake by microbes and roots
is described with MichaelisMenten kinetic equations. If not enough O2 is present to
accept all electrons generated, then the deficit for electron acceptors may be met by
oxides of nitrogen if they are available. The movement of O2, CO2 and N2O through the
soil profile is modeled using the gas transport equation solved on an hourly time step.
Data: EPIC source code.
Methods: Simulations in Fortran. Development of process algorithm for greenhouse
gases diffusions.
Results: An refinement and integration of all greenhouse gases into the EPIC model is
necessary to investigate the impact of climate policy on the agricultural economics. CO2
is already implemented and validated, N2O is implemented but not yet validated, CH4 is
planned to be implemented for the next year
Status: in progress.

Project Title: Global Crop Yield and Emission models
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: BOKU, IIASA, SSCRI, UHH
Background: EPIC integrates the global database on weather, soil, topography, and crop
management information and simulates many agroecosystem processes including crop
growth, nutrient leaching, soil organic matter dynamics, etc. The simulation data is used
for statistical/econometric analysis to construct highly aggregated global crop yield and
emission models. An example of a model is given in the following equation:
Y = b 0 + b1 SOIL + b 2 MANA + e
where only dummy variables are used for soil (sandy, loamy, clay, stony, peat) and
management (high (HI), low (LI), irrigated (IR) input system and subsistence farming
(SS)). The model can be expanded to include weather or/and regional information.
Data: EPIC output.
Methods: Statistical/Econometric methods.
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Results:
First results are shown in table 1, where sandy soils and high inputs systems are used as
reference (intercept). The parameter estimates show that crop yields are higher on clay (+
2.0 t/ha) and loamy soils (+ 0.5 t/ha) and lower on peat ( 0.6 t/ha) and stony soils ( 0.08
t/ha) compared to sandy soils. Similarly, using irrigation (IR) leads to higher crop yields
(+ 1.3 t/ha), whereas low input systems (LI) and subsistence farming (SS) lead to lower
crop yields compared to high input systems.
Table: Global Corn Yield model
Variable
Intercept
LOAMY
CLAY
STONY
PEAT
IR
LI
SS

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Parameter
Estimate
4.31776
0.50406
2.01781
0.08765
0.61227
1.34252
0.25886
1.75825

Parameter Estimates
Standard
Error
t Value
0.01537
280.91
0.01475
34.16
0.01559
129.45
0.02192
4.00
0.04202
14.57
0.01088
123.36
0.01088
23.78
0.01088
161.56

Pr > |t|
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Status: in progress.

Project Title: Simulation of climate scenarios – economic and ecological
consequences of different agricultural management systems
SBA: Weather
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: BOKU (lead), KTL, SSCRI, IIASA
Background: Global climate evaluations show different climate scenarios in the next 100
years, if different initial conditions are applied for economic growth, for the development
of the world population, and for the use of renewable energy. But uncertainties for the
coming 20 to 30 years are relatively small, given that the characteristic time span of
significant economic changes and innovations is around 30 years. Therefore, we have
developed a statistical model based on the weather observations from 1975 to 2006 to
generate weather data for the next 30 years. The daily weather observation data are
obtained from a weather station in the Austrian region Marchfeld.
Data: Daily weather data from Grosz Enzersdorf (Marchfeld / Lower Austria) for the
years 1975 to 2006. Representative site, soil, and crop management data for Marchfeld.
Methods: Linear regression including linear variables and seasonal covariates;
redistribution of data to get random predictions. Stochastic biophysical impact analysis
with the EPIC model.
Results: One weather trend is calculated for the period 19752006, namely the observed
weather data. For the next 30 years, we have randomly selected months from the past
period and generated a new weather by respecting the monthly sequences (e.g. the
weather in March of the past period is also the weather of March in the new seeds), and
using the trends in daily minimum and maximum temperatures and monthly rainfall
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amounts. This process has been repeated to construct 30 random weather seeds (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1

left: Annual minimum and maximum temperature in °C in the periods
1975 to 2006 and 2007 to 2038; right: Annual, summer and winter
precipitation in mm in the periods 1975 to 2006 and 2007 to 2038.

We have investigated the impacts of climate change on crop yields (crop rotation: corn 
winter wheat  sunflower  winter wheat  spring barley), on total soil organic carbon and
on N leaching for different agricultural management systems. The latter differ by
alternative tillage systems (conventional, reduced and minimal) with or without irrigation,
and with or without straw harvesting. First results show that the total soil organic carbon
stock is highest under minimal tillage systems and without straw harvesting. However, N
leaching is lowest under minimal tillage systems and with straw harvesting. Nevertheless,
both ecological indicators decrease over time. The decrease of total soil organic carbon
can be explained by an increase of soil temperature which leads to a higher CO2
respiration of soils, and by an increase of the precipitation amount which may lead to
higher sediment transport. The increase of temperature, CO2 concentration, and
precipitation amount can also induce the decrease of N leaching, because it leads to more
biomass productions and therefore N uptakes by plants. All mean crop yields increase
over time, most significantly are corn yields. The variability in crop yields is smaller with
irrigation (see Table 1: e.g. corn).
Corn yield in t/ha 19752006
with irrigation/with straw removal
without irrigation/with straw removal
with irrigation/without straw removal
without irrigation/without straw removal

conventional
10.08 ± 0.62
6.90 ± 1.88
10.09 ± 0.62
6.90 ± 1.88

reduced
9.86 ± 0.73
6.91 ± 1.86
9.89 ± 0.73
6.92 ± 1.87

minimal
9.85 ± 0.72
6.91 ± 1.86
9.87 ± 0.74
6.91 ± 1.87

Corn yield in t/ha 20072038
with irrigation/with straw removal
without irrigation/with straw removal
with irrigation/without straw removal
without irrigation/without straw removal

conventional
10.21 ± 0.62
7.81 ± 1.75
10.22 ± 0.63
7.84 ± 1.76

reduced
10.02 ± 0.74
7.81 ± 1.74
10.13 ± 0.77
7.87 ± 1.76

minimal
10.04 ± 0.74
7.82 ± 1.74
10.14 ± 0.77
7.88 ± 1.76
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Table 1:

Mean corn yield and variability in t/ha for the different agricultural
management systems in the periods 1975 to 2006 and 2007 to 2038
(minimum of corn yield in red, maximum in green).

We are further investigating the impacts of climate change and different agricultural
management systems on the profitability of crop yields. Therefore, we defined variable
costs in €/ha, prices in €/t and average variable costs in €/t which are variable costs
divided by the yield. If the average variable costs are smaller than the price then crop
production is profitable. We found that the production of corn is most profitable using
minimal tillage systems and irrigation. All other crops are most profitably produced with
minimal tillage systems, without irrigation, and without straw harvesting. The reason is
that the crop yield differences between the alternative managements of all other crops are
very small, but the variable costs increase with irrigation and straw harvesting.
Next steps will focus on a costbenefit analysis to find out which crop management
options are optimal considering economic and ecological indicators. Furthermore, a
sensitivity analysis will be carried out for different approaches to construct future weather
data under climate change.
Status: in progress.

Project Title: Identifying stumbling blocks regarding the organization and
administration of GEOSS. An evaluation based on game theoretic and economic
methods.
Project partners: BOKU (lead), IIASA
Background: GEOSS is a highly diverse and complex system, such that organization and
administration of the GEOSS components is often found to be a challenging undertaking.
What is GEOSS composed of? The GEO secretariat, which is responsible for the
coordination of GEOSS, has established four committees around the areas of user
engagement, architecture and data management, science and technology and capacity
building to guide the implementation of GEOSS. Each committee and benefit area hosts a
range of taskgroups which are responsible for the development and provision of the
GEOSS components, such as the monitoring systems, model, data, etc. (please visit:
www.earthobservations.org for more information). Since the tasks are selforganizing and
selffinancing units, questions emerge on how cooperation within and amongst the tasks
can be achieved in order to reach effectively collective and individual outcomes.
This project aims at addressing contingent stumbling blocks which could emerge in the
course of managing and implementing GEOSS. So far, following issues have been
identified:
· The coordination of the tasks: How can tasks be organized and related to each
other in the best way? How cans synergies between the tasks be achieved?
· Communication: Are the current reporting mechanism between tasks and
secretariat sufficient? How can communication between the tasks, the committees
and the GEO secretariat be improved?
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·

·
·

How can a broad user engagement, in designing GEOSS but also concerning the
‘final, implemented product GEOSS’, be achieved? Does the current user
evaluation account sufficiently for the future users?
Which government structures of GEOSS are desired or would be most
functional?
What should an interface between science, technology, policy and users look like
to guarantee a sustainable use of GEOSS?

Method:
The above mentioned issues have been identified by investigating statements and
recommendations expressed at conference and in reports and discussion with members of
the secretariat and partners of related projects.
Most of these concerns will be underpinned with game theoretic and economic models to
figure out which tendencies can be expected and how the obstacle could be resolved. The
high level of abstraction of game theoretic models allows depicting these matters in a
simplified and very systematic fashion, and will therefore enhance the understanding of
the evolution of certain trends and facilitate action in the future.
Status: In progress

4.5.3 EAWAG
SBA: Water
Project Title: Global consumptive water use for crop production
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: Eawag (leader), ETHBoard, IIASA
Background: Despite the progress made in water use assessments, the previous studies
either lack spatial details and resolutions, or merely emphasize on blue water uses, or
focus on water withdrawal while ignore consumptive water uses. We estimate
consumptive water use and proportion of green water in the production of 17 major crops
with a spatial resolution of 30 arcminutes on the land surface.
Data: The crop distribution maps are obtained from the Center for Sustainability and the
Global Environment (SAGE) at the University of WisconsinMadison. Irrigation map is
collected from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). The
amount of fertilizer applied per country and crop is derived from the statistical report by
the International Fertilizer Industry Association.
Methods: Crop yield, crop evapotranspiration and crop water productivity of 17 major
crops are simulated with a spatial resolution of 30 arcminutes with a GISbased EPIC
model (GEPIC).
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Results: The results show that the global annual consumptive water use (CWU) of the
crops considered was about 3651 km3 yr1 for the period 19982002. Over 80% of this
amount was from green water. Globally, almost 90% of the virtual water trade among
countries had its origin in green water. This is partly related to the low opportunity cost of
green water as opposed to blue water. High levels of net virtual water import generally
occur in countries with low CWU on a per capita basis, where a virtual water strategy can
be an option of water management to compensate for domestic lack of water resources
for food production.
Status: A manuscript on ‘Global Consumptive water use for crop production: the
importance of green water and virtual water’ by Junguo Liu, Alexander J.B. Zehnder and
Hong Yang has been submitted for publication in Water Resources Research.

Figure: Spatial distribution of consumptive water use (CWU) for crop production per grid
cell of 30 arcminutes (average over 19982002)
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SBA: Agriculture
Project Title: Global nitrogen flows in cropland
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: Eawag (leader), IIASA, IFPRI, SSCRI
Background: Crop production is by far the single largest cause of human alteration of
the global nitrogen cycle, thus raising global sustainability concerns. Previous research on
global nitrogen flows in cropland has not made full use of the spatially explicit databases
available. Studies generally treat a country or region as a whole, and rarely pay attention
to the spatial variations within a country or region. We conduct an assessment in global
nitrogen flows in cropland with spatial resolution of 5 arcminutes for the year 2000. The
results are aggregated into national level to analyze nitrogen scarcity situation in different
countries.
Data: This study involves extensive use of spatially explicit databases. We only list the
most important ones here. The spatial distributions of harvest area and production of 20
major crops are simulated with a spatial resolution of 5 arcminutes with a spatial
allocation model from IFPRI. The livestock density is from FAO’s Gridded Livestock of
the World. Cropspecific fertilizer data are collected from the International Fertilizer
Industry Association. Soil parameters are obtained from ISRICWISE derived soil
properties.
Methods: Each of the six nitrogen inputs and five nitrogen outputs is calculated either
based on regression models or commonly used methods. The high resolution results are
integrated into national averages to assess global nitrogen scarcity.
Results: We calculate a total nitrogen input of 145.3 Tg N yr1, of which almost half is
contributed by mineral nitrogen fertilizer; and a total nitrogen output of 137.2 Tg N yr1,
of which 55% is uptake by harvested crops and crop residues. High resolution maps are
provided to quantify the spatial distribution of nitrogen inputs and outputs, soil nitrogen
balance, and surface nitrogen balance. The results show almost 80% of African countries
were confronted with nitrogen scarcity or nitrogen stress, which together with poverty
caused malnutrition problems. The calculation also show a global average nitrogen
recovery rate of 52%, indicating almost half of the nitrogen input was lost in ecosystems.
Status: Manuscript in preparation.
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Figure: Maps of global nitrogen input, output, soil nitrogen balance, and surface nitrogen balance
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SBA: Agriculture and Water
Project Title: Food consumption patterns and their effect on water requirement in China
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: Eawag (leader), UNESCOIHE
Background: Besides population growth and externalities of uncontrolled economic
growth, water scarcity is more and more recognized as a major threat to sustainable
development. While water stress is often a direct result of population growth and
economic development, this paper shows that changing consumption patterns may
potentially become the main cause of water scarcity.
Data: Data on national food consumption and population are collected from FAOSTAT.
Data on virtual water content (VWC) of different food items are obtained from a
literature review.
Methods: The per capita water requirement for food (CWRF) is calculated by calculated
by multiplying the food requirements per food item by the VWC of the corresponding
food item and then summing the results for the food categories. Three levels of CWRF
(basic CWRF, subsistence CWRF, and cultural CWRF) have been estimated based on the
three scale levels of food requirements. The basic CWRF is determined based on two
considerations. First, the caloric energy requirements are hypothesized to be met only by
the consumption of wheat; second, according to the Chinese Nutrition Society (CNS), the
average of 2250 kcal cap1 day1 has been used as the recommended energy intake at the
basic level. The calculation of subsistence CWRF is based on the recommended daily
amounts of food intake from the food guide pagoda of the CNS (http://www.cnsoc.org).
The cultural CWRF is calculated based on actual food consumption patterns. Annual
consumption of various food items over 19612003 is obtained from FAOSTAT (FAO,
2006).

Results: The findings show that per capita water requirement for food (CWRF) has
increased from 255 m3 cap1 y1 in 1961 to 860 m3 cap1 y1 in 2003, largely due to an
increase in the consumption of animal products in recent decades. Although steadily
increasing, the CWRF of China is still much lower than that of many developed countries.
The total water requirement for food (TWRF) has been determined as 1127 km3 y1 in
2003. Three scenarios are proposed to project future TWRF, representing low, medium,
and high levels of modernization (S1, S2, and S3, respectively). Analysis of these three
scenarios indicates that TWRF will likely continue to increase in the next three decades.
An additional amount of water ranging between 407 and 515 km3 y1 will be required in
2030 compared to the TWRF in 2003. This will undoubtedly put high pressure on
China’s already scarce water resources. We conclude that the effect of the food
consumption pattern on China's water resources is substantial both in the recent past and
in the near future. China will need to strengthen "green water" management and to take
advantage of "virtual water" import to meet the additional TWRF.
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Status: A paper has been published in Hydrology and Earth System Science (HESS)
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Figure: The per capita water requirement for food (CWRF) at the basic, subsistence and cultural
levels. CWRF is calculated based on VWC values of various food items for the year around 2000.
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SBA: Agriculture
Project Title: A spatially explicit assessment of current and future hotspots of hunger in
SubSaharan Africa in the context of global change
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: Eawag (leader), IIASA, IFPRI
Background: Food security means access at all times by all people to adequate amounts
of safe, nutritious, and culturally appropriate food for an active and healthy life. Our
current times are regarded as more civilized than any periods before in human history, yet
there are still a substantial number of people living in an insecure food situation. Hunger
causes human suffering, enhances the rates of disease and mortality, limits neurological
development, reduces labor productivity, and even holds back a nation’s economic
growth. Particularly, for young children, the lack of food can be perilous, since it retards
their physical and mental development and threatens their very survival. In 1996, the
FAO World Food Summit set a goal of halving the proportion of people who suffer from
hunger between 1990 and 2015. This goal was later incorporated into the United Nations’
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and most countries committed to flight against
lack of access to one of the most basic necessities – safe and adequate food resources.
Hunger knows no boundaries or borders. While much research has focused on
undernutrition on a national scale, this report will evaluate it at subnational levels for
SubSaharan Africa (SSA) to pinpoint hotspots where the greatest challenges exist.

Data: Past and future monthly climate data are collected from the Climate Research Unit
(CRU) in the University of East Anglia. The future monthly climate data on maximum
temperature, minimum temperature, precipitation and wet days between 2030 and 2039
are obtained with the same resolution from the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research of the University of East Anglia (TYN SC 2.0). The ISRICWISE derived soil
properties are used.
Methods: The GEPIC model is used to simulate the impacts of climate change on food
production of the major crops in Africa. A MODAWTHC model is developed to convert
the monthly climate data from CRU to daily climate data.
Results: It is estimated that the total number of the people with undernutrition problems
is 120 million in SSA. The map of undernutrition is generated with a spatial resolution of
30 arcminutes. The impact of future climate change on food production is assessed for
four climate scenarios: A1FI, A2, B1 and B2.
Status: A paper has been submitted to Journal of Arid Environments
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Figure: Number and percentage of people with undernutrition in SSA

4.5.4 FELIS
Project Title: Optimize solar PV plant place and transportation for Europe and
Africa
SBA: Solar energy
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: FELIS (Freiburg University), IIASA
Background: with the significantly increasing population and greatly consuming of
energy, the conversion energy can not provide enough energy commodities for peopl.e
living. The renewable energy, such as solar, biomass and wind, shed a light for this
situation. The satellite’s launching can provide the global simultaneous data, especially
for Georeference. Therefore, using these data can optimize the best place to install the
renewable plant and the best transportation in order to get the maximal profit.
Data: The solar irradiation data comes from NASA website, which has the 0.5 *0.5
resolution degrees. The solar PV module price data and electricity demand data are
obtained from IEA. Some of them are obtained from internet. The PV transportation
efficient data are obtained from DLR.
Methods: Solar plant size and solar transportation of 29 Europe countries are simulated
with simple solar bewhere model.
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Results: The results show that for researched Europe countries, Germany is the best
place to install the PV plant, with the plant size 137124.89 GW/y. The transportation is
center on Germany and every researched country’ electricity can be satisfied. The total
cost, including PV plant cost and transportation cost, is 1.023197E+15 dollar.
Status:

Figure: PV plant installed distribution

4.5.5 IVM

Project Title: The value of information for water quality management in the North
Sea
SBA: Water
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: Institute for Environmental Studies (IVM), Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Background: The study addresses the added value of satellite observation for Dutch water
quality management in the North Sea. Information regarding the temporal and
geographical spread of eutrophication processes and early warning information regarding
potential outbreaks of algal bloom is expected to generate economic value as it reduces
potential damages and improves targeting of water management decisionmaking.
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Data: The study uses a questionnaire to consult stakeholders (27 senior policy makers,
water managers and researchers) about their expectations regarding the contribution of
satellitebase information to water quality management in the North sea.
Methods. Bayesian Decision Theory, interviews, questionnaire
Results: The results indicate that the expected welfare impact of investing in satellite
observation is positive, but that outcomes depend on the accuracy of the information
system and the range of informational benefits perceived
Status: The Journal of Environmental Management (JEM) has just approved, with minor
revisions, a paper presenting the main results.
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Fig. 1 The value of information as a function of the sizes of Type I and Type II errors.
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SBA: Water/Ecosystems
Project Title: The value of satellitebased information for Great Barrier Reef management
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: Institute for environmental Studies (IVM),
Amsterdam, the Netherlands and CSIRO, Canberra, Australia
Background: The Integrated Global Observing Strategy (2003) indicates that further
investments in Global Earth Observation (GEO) are required to improve coral reef
protection worldwide. However, the report does not indicate how GEO information is
expected to contribute to improved coral reef protection, or what the potential benefits of
GEO information are. This is problematic, since without information about the potential
benefits of GEO information, additional investments are unlikely to be made.
Data: qualitative information from interviews with 24 key researchers and policy makers
involved in Great Barrier Reef management, quantitative estimates of the contribution of
information from 50 senior policy makers and researchers, elicited through a
questionnaire, existing (valuation) studies of the Great Barrier Reef, metaanalysis of
coral reef valuation studies.
Methods. Bayesian Decision Theory, interviews, questionnaire
Results: the interviews indicate that the expected contribution of satellite observation to
reef management is large because a) data are scarce (enormous size of the reef) and b) the
geographical and temporal variability of land use, water quality and reef quality
indicators is high. The economic value will, however, also depend on the perceived
accuracy of the information, which is relatively high for land use and relatively low for
parameters reflecting the condition of the reef.
Status: Interviews completed, draft questionnaire being tested. Expected completion: June
2008

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 Storm water river plumes in Charlotte bay (a) and Cairns (b)
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4.5.6 KTL
Project Title: Temporal variation in casefatality of Acute Myocardial Infarction in
Finland.
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: KTL, Finland (leader)
Background: The seasonality and the effect of the daily weather on AMI case fatality, i.e.
the probability of dying for a patient, has not been well researched. Better understanding
of underlying risk factors may lead to better allocation of hospital resources thus saving
human lives.
Data: Georeferenced first AMI casefatality and population data for subjects aged 2574,
for the years 1983, 1988, and 1993, and the daily weather data.
Methods: Statistical modelling: Binomial regression with weather effects and seasonal
variation included; crossvalidation checks performed for the forecast potential.
Results: The mean annual 28day casefatality was 44%. We found significant weekly
and monthly variation of casefatality. The December holiday season had the highest
casefatality throughout the year in women and men aged 6574 years. The highest
weekly casefatality was on Sundays, it differed significantly from the rest of the
weekdays only for the oldest age group (6574). No association with daily weather was
found.
Status: The manuscript is under peerreview in the Annals of Medicine journal as of July
2008.
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Monthly variation of agestandardized AMI incidence and monthly variation by age
group and sex for the years 1983, 1988 and 1993.
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Weekly variation of agestandardized AMI casefatality rates by age group and sex for
the years 1983, 1988 and 1993.
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Project Title: Seasonal variation of diagnosis of Type 1 diabetes mellitus in children
worldwide.
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: KTL, Finland (leader)
Background: The seasonality in diabetes incidence is a wellknown and widely
researched phenomenon. However, most studies focus on a single period in a single
geographical region. The worldwide Diabetes Mondiale (DIAMOND) project has
collected incidence data on type 1 childhood diabetes from all over the world for the
period 19901999. Such a wide spatiotemporal window may allow to get a better view of
geographic aspect of seasonality.
Data: Monthly diabetes incidence data from 105 DiaMond centers for children under 15
years of age for the period 19912000, and the corresponding census data.
Methods: Bayesian statistical timeseries modelling: Poisson regression with a possible
autoregressive component included.
Results: Only 42 centers exhibited significant seasonality in incidence of type 1 diabetes.
Of these 28 had peaks in OctoberJanuary and 33 had troughs in JuneAugust. Some
centers in the Southern hemisphere demonstrated a different pattern with peak in July
September and trough in January March. The existence of significant seasonal pattern
correlated with the higher level of incidence and with the average yearly counts. The
statistical power to detect seasonality increases with the expected yearly number of cases.
This may explain why seasonality is often found in populations with high incidence.

Status: Manuscript submitted to Diabetologia journal as of June2008
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Figure 1: The seasonal pattern of estimated annual incidence of type 1 diabetes onset for
Finland (solid line) and South Wales, Australia (dotted line). The coloured bars (for
Finland above and for South Wales below) indicate estimated monthly variation, scaled
separately for each center. The darker shades indicate relative peaks whereas the lighter
shades indicate relative troughs.
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Figure 2: Estimated seasonality patterns for the type 1 incidence observed for different
latitudes. The estimated values are scaled for each center. Darker shades of gray
correspond to annual peaks and white correspond to troughs.
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Project Title: Assessing the effect of Earth Observations on the global burden of
disease.
Collaborating GEOBENE partners: KTL, Finland (leader) & IIASA
Background: The distribution of the global burden of disease in the next 25 years will
affect the economies, for example, by affecting the labour market situation as well as the
proportion of GDP spent on treatment. This dynamics should therefore be included in the
global economic model FeliX.
Data: General trends obtained from literature review
Methods: TBD
Results: TBD
Status: Brainstorming as of June2008

4.5.7 PIK
Project title: Conceptual Models for the Role and Benefits of EO and Modeling

SBA: climate
Background: We investigate the role of future learning about the climate system (by
global earth observation and modelling) and about climate thresholds in timing abatement
policies. Learning plays a crucial role when irreversibilities or rigidities and large
uncertainties are present in the system as in the case of climate change. For computational
reasons most multistage models have simplified the learning process to an autonomous,
perfect onetime learning. We focus on the implications of sequential, potentially active
resolution of uncertainty in a simple multistage model with a climate threshold. Thereby,
the concept of 'value of information' and 'future value of information' can be extended to
the value of different sequential learning processes. Thereby, it is hoped to gain
qualitative insights into questions like: How do first period optimal decisions with
anticipated sequential learning compare to decisions for onetime learning? What is the
benefit from resolving uncertainties over time in terms of improved abatement policy?
What would the value of tipping point early warning systems be? How does this value
depend on the flexibility in abatement and on other system properties? When is
anticipation of learning essential?
Method: stochastic dynamic programming, stochastic optimization, Bayesian learning
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Results:
Jun ‘07 Dec ’07
In a first step, the probably simplest sequential decision model
possible representing irreversibility, timelags and a threshold
(modified version of the model presented in Maddison(1995))
was used to gain first insights into the questions above.
Learning was represented in a simple parametrized form taken
from Kolstad (1996) and modified to represent active learning.
Besides the sunkcost – climateirreversibility tradeoff well
known from the literature, additional tradeoffs are observed
between learning velocity and threshold location and impacts,
and between learning velocity and flexibility in abatement.
Whether there is a clear correspondence between onetime
learning and sequential learning in terms of first period
recommendations is yet to be determined.
Jan ’08 – Jun ’08:
We performed an analysis of the role of uncertainty and future learning in a more realistic
climateeconomy model called MIND (Edenhofer et al.: Fig. 1: Adaptive strategies and corresponding
Ecological Economics 54 (2005) 277292).
temperature increase for climate threshold at
In a first step, we considered only uncertainty about climate 2°C. Green: no learning; blue: most probable
paths (leading to shown temperatures);
sensitivity and learning about climate sensitivity from global learning
black: improbable learning paths.
mean temperature measurements (learning from paleodata was
not included). Following Kelly and Kolstad (Journal of Economic Dynamcs and Control
23 (1999) 491518), we could make an estimate of what we can expect to learn about
climate sensitivity depending on the true value of climate sensitivity. We calculated an
optimal abatement strategy under uncertainty and one future learning step, where the
prior distribution is updated depending on the true value of climate sensitivity. Up to now,
the MIND model does not include climate damages but uses a guardrail, which constrains
global warming to 2°C. To augment the model by uncertainty, the guardrail has to be
generalized to a probabilistic guardrail or chance constraint, i.e. with a certain probability
the temperature stays below 2°C over preindustrial. This probabilistic guardrail raises
some conceptual problems, which will be investigated in the future. The expected value
of future information as the benefits from learning are calculated as the monetized
welfare difference between an optimal abatement strategy with and without learning.
Main results:
§ Learning from global mean temperature has a considerable potential economic
value. For a 70% certainty to stay below 2° it is about 250 Billion US$.
§ This value of information depends on the flexibility of the social planner and on
the available technological options. The option to apply carbon capture and
storage enhances flexibility and thereby the value of learning about climate
sensitivity. Large scale application of renewables results in less flexibility
supposedly due to the importance of learningbydoing. This is no argument
against the renewables because the benefits from applying them are much bigger
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§

than the losses in flexibility and value of information. (E.g. see Fig.1 EVFI for no
CCS is lower than for Base)
For the current model setting and uncertainty anticipation has no effect, i.e. the
same abatement strategies result whether the future learning about climate
sensitivity is anticipated or not.
Fig. 2: The expected value of future information for four different
scenarios: Base: All technological option are available and can be
stimulated. NoCCS: Carbon capture and sequestration is not
available. NoRenew: Renewables are only applied as much as in the
BAU case. NoRD: Investment into energyefficiency are fixed to the
BAU levels. Values are shown for anticipated and nonanticipated
learning.

In future steps, more uncertainties will be included. The costeffectivenessanalysis is
planned to be compared with a full costbenefitanalysis. For one of the key uncertainties,
concrete observational opportunities and observation systems will be discussed, whose
value can then be calculated in the above model.

4.5.8 SSCRI
SSCRI relevant and recent research results under GEOBENE project (Year 2)
SSCRI research is primarily focused on the SBA Agriculture. Particular task of
SSCRI is to support various SBA Agriculture analyses carried out by other consortium
members (BOKU, UHH, IIASA) with relevant global data on topography, soil, land
cover, land use and agricultural management. Most recent SSCRI activities within GEO
BENE project have been focused on compilation of GEOBENE global database for
biophysical modeling v 1.0.
Global database is primarily supposed to support the datamodel fusion approach
in agriculture sector modeling based on biophysical model EPIC  Environmental Policy
Integrated Climate and the data on soil, topography, climate, land cover and land use
available at global scale. Global database should serve also as a source of data on land
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cover/land use for land use optimization modeling with FASOM model  Forest and
Agricultural Sector Optimization Model Along with its main purpose, the global database
is also a tool for identification of the gaps in availability of necessary global data for
successful datamodel fusion based interpretations in societal benefit area (SBA)
agriculture defined by Group on Global Earth Observations (GEO) “Developing a
Strategy for Global Agricultural Monitoring in the Framework of GEO Workshop
Report”
document
for
SBA
Agriculture
(
ftp://ftp.iluci.org/GEO_Ag/GEO_IGOL_AG_Rome_2007_ Workshop_Report_v2.pdf )
and this way support the GEOBENE participation on a Group on Earth Observation
(GEO) activities.
Logical data structure and content of the GEOBENE global database for biophysical
modeling v 1.0 mirrors several general aspects (needs and limits) taken into account in
the database design:
·

·

·

·

general modeling requirements – (needs)  a) globalscale geographical landscape
modeling, b) implementation of baserun and alternative scenarios for climate, land
cover and (arable) land management into the modeling, c) (optional) clustering of
EPIC and FASOM model within a complex landscape model (input/output data
communication between individual models);
input data requirements of the models – (needs)  a) quantitative data organized
within global coverage of landscape units which are homogenous as for topography,
soil, climate and management is essential to run the EPIC model (for more
information on EPIC model data requirements see the APPENDIX 1), b) statistical
data for selected statistical units (countrylevel administrative units further stratified
by topography and soil) on area portion of land cover/land use categories and/or
average values of environmental indicators coming from EPIC modeling are required
by the FASOM model;
global data availability and quality – (limits)  a) thematic data is of various origin:
geographic data directly based on earth observations (interpreted/noninterpreted),
digital thematic maps, census data and other geographical data coming from complex
interpretations or modeling, b) data quality varies significantly across the available
data: spatial, attribute and temporal resolution of the data, its thematic relevance and
general accuracy and reliability, c) data accuracy and reliability may decrease after
necessary estimations of missing data based on existing data and/or expert knowledge
is done, d) simplifications of general modeling concept due to the missing data
without the possibility of its estimation from existing data sources is necessary;
data harmonization – (limits)  common spatial reference and spatial resolution have
to be set for the data of different source and quality and different way of the data
spatial referencing (georeferencing or geocoding) to the common spatial reference
may lead to loose of information.

The work was done in the last year to carry out all the input data interpretations and
organize the data into five separate datasets addressing different aspects of global
modeling in agronomy or forestry sector and specific data requirements (both the data
type and data organization) of biophysical model EPIC and LC/LU optimization models:
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·

·

·

·

·

Spatial reference dataset  purpose of spatial reference dataset and domain tables is
to reference and visualize thematic data of global database. Database is implemented
in MS Office Access 2003 database. All tables and attribute fields contains metadata
descriptions;
Land cover and Land use dataset  purpose of the dataset is to provide the bio
physical and optimization modeling with spatial and statistical data on relevant land
covers and particular land uses of arable land. Database is implemented in MS Office
Access 2003 database. All tables and attribute fields contains metadata descriptions;
Topography and Soil dataset  purpose of the dataset is to provide EPIC model with
mandatory data on topography (geographical position, altitude and slope) and soil
(soil profile and soil layer related data on soil properties). Database is implemented in
MS Office Access 2003 database. All tables and attribute fields contains metadata
descriptions;
Cropland management dataset  purpose of the dataset is to provide EPIC model
with data on crop management alternatives and crop shares within the particular land
use, crop and crop management calendar (dates of planting, harvesting, tillage,
fertilization and irrigation) and inputs to agriculture (fertilizer application rates).
Database is implemented in MS Office Access 2003 database. All tables and attribute
fields contains metadata descriptions;
Climate dataset  the data set provides the necessary climate input data (climate in
the past and future climate scenarios). The climate database consists of two separate
data sets: historical climate database where the Tyndall weather data from 1901 to
2002 together with the monthly statistics derived from ECMWF database are stored
and future climate database(eight Tyndall climate change scenarios).

Actually, the first version of the global database is ready for use and made available
for the GEOBENE consortium members. The openstructured database enables various
additional or updated data to be integrated into the existing or new datasets. The datasets
are organized in such a way that manifold querying can be done for to support the SBA
Agriculture benefit analyses carried out by other GEOBENE project partners.
The database is supported by detailed technical report addressing all important
issues on database concept and rationales, input data identification and interpretation and
detailed metadata description of all the GEOBENE global database for biophysical
modeling v 1.0 datasets (manuscript available as PDF file for consortium members).
The future challenging work on the database issues is to support the GEOBENE
global database for biophysical modeling v 1.0 by standardized metadata description and
make the metadata accessible through public searching services (GEOBENE
GeoNetwork based metadata server will be used). The permanent work efforts will take
place to maintain the standing database content and support the benefit analyses by
various data selections and geographical visualizations of the outputs from SBA
Agriculture benefit analyses. The new data interpretations and estimations mostly for
cropland and grassland management would be on focus as well.
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4.5.9 UBR
General
The leading idea of the work of the Comenius University (UBR) team is
reduction of loss risk by analyzing optimization problems on Markov chain models. To
construct the latter conditional probabilities based on observations have to be computed.
Simultaneosuly, methods of information value assessment are being developed. Particular
models concern several social benefit areas.
Disaster
In cooperation with the IIASA team its model of forest fire prevention is being
further developed by:
 Calculation of optimal thresholds for the fire danger classes. The existing model
uses fixed thresholds without any justification of their values. Optimization of
thresholds leads to cost reduction.
 Application of the riskbased approach. So far, only the average values of the
distribution have been considered. Therefore, the analysis of the properties of the
distribution tails was impossible. The application of VaR and CVaR techniques
appears to be promising.
Health
In cooperation with GlaxoSmithKline researchers a basic assessment of losses caused by
a pandemic influenza has been worked out and is being further developed. The material
will be submitted to the National Pandemic Committee of Slovakia. The first picture
shows probability distributions of total costs under various vaccination scenarios. The
second picture depicts a decrease of the variation of total costs provided using more
precise data ( prevaccinaton effectiveness in particular). It serves as an example of
benefit from related observations and research. Currently a dynamic model is being
worked out allowing to estimate the time development of pandemia. To control it, an
observation of mobility of people would be beneficial.

Climate, Weather, Ecosystems
Decades long chains of data of daily precipitation, temperature and humidity
values have been obtained from the Slovak HydroMeteorological Institute. To develop
adaptive estimates of flood danger we developed a methodology of computing
conditional probability of continuing rainfall after heavy rainfall days

We also studied conditional probability distributions of rainfalls after specific
events (e.g. after a norain day).
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Two kinds of identification procedures of extreme draught periods have been
worked out. The first one is based on an index which is a weighted sum of precipitation,
high temperature and low humidity. The second one employs DEA techniques and
identifies extreme periods as point on the envelope. Both methods show an increase of
occurrence of extreme periods in time. The correlation of results is being worked out. IT
turns out that an important parameter is the evaporation rate of the soil for which
additional observations are needed.
In cooperation with the Institute of Hydrology of the Slovak Academy of Sciences
a stochastic model of longterm prediction of the Danube river monthly discharge has
been developed (Fig. P).. As a part of the project a similar autoregressive model of daily
discharge is being developed. In combination with a transition matrix the model will
enable to predict probability of flood events and their duration.

4.5.10 UHH

Project Title: Modeling explicit wetland habitat data
Despite numerous data on land use in Europe, a detailed analysis of the distribution of wetlands and
potential restoration sites has been lacking so far. There is a growing demand of policy makers and
researchers for highaccuracy landscape information at the European level. In Europe, the spatial
distribution of wetlands is not well known except for large wetland areas or for wetlands of special
ecological interest. Even those wetland areas, which have been identified on the behalf of European
Environment Agency (EEA), correspond to wetland areas of ecological interest and represent only a
rather small part of all wetland areas. This study deals with the development of the GISbased wetland
distribution model “Swedi”. By considering the matrix characteristics the model evaluates the spatially
explicit distribution of existing wetland habitats and potential restoration sites. It simultaneously
distinguishes different wetland types. The aim of this study is to compile spatially consistent information
on wetlands differentiated by wetland types and characteristics.
The results of the Swedi model are illustrated through wetland distribution maps. It is possible to
produce the potential existing habitats at spatial resolution of one hectare and the potential convertible
sites at 1 km² grid for the EU25 states excluding the islands Malta and Cyprus. Figure 1 shows the
spatial distribution of potential existing habitats and potential convertible sites.
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Fig. 1. Map of the spatial distribution of existing habitats and potential wetland restoration sites.
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Figure 2 gives an overview of the total area (in 1 000 ha) of potential existing and the potential
convertible wetland sites per country and Figure 3 shows the share of wetland area per country size.
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Fig. 2. Total wetland area (in 1000 ha) per country.
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Whereas the evaluation of existing wetlands relies on a crosscompilation of existing spatial datasets, the
potential wetland restoration sites are determined by definition of flexible knowledge rules in
combination with geographical data. The orientation towards physical parameters and the allowance of
overlapping wetland types characterizes the Swedi model. The detailed spatially explicit wetland
classification of the Swedi model allows connections to other habitat databases, for example EUNIS, as
well.
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Impact of spatially explicit wetland data on results
of a habitat allocation model
Efficiency in biodiversity conservation strongly depends on the efficiency in land
allocation. Systematic conservation planning provides tools to identify optimally located
priority areas for conservation.
We apply a deterministic, spatially explicit mathematical optimization model that
allocates species habitats by minimizing the costs for setting aside land for conservation
purposes. We compare two different versions of the model. In the nonGEOSS version
there are no restrictions on the available habitat area per planning unit, in the GEOSS
version we include explicit modelled wetland habitat data. The model is applied to
European wetland species.
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Figure 1: Habitat allocation to habitat types: nonGEOSS version
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Figure 3: Opportunity costs of habitat protection

Conservation planning tools benefit from the integration of high resolution habitat area
data. They enable more reliable estimations on area requirements, habitat shares and the
opportunity costs of habitat protection. Especially the costs of habitat protection were
severely underestimated by the nonGEOSS model version.
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4.5.11 CSIR
Improved management decisions
GEOSS can play a role in assisting the managers of biodiversity to make better informed
decisions about where to act in order to ensure the most effective and efficient use of
limited conservation resources. These decisions about where to conserve biodiversity are
the concern of the discipline of conservation planning which deals with the identification
of priority areas for conservation action based on data on biodiversity, threats facing
biodiversity and more recently, the costs of proposed conservation action (see Margules
and Pressey 2000 for more detail).
GEOSS can contribute to these decisions by providing more detailed and accurate
information on the distribution of biodiversity (species, habitats) and threats facing
biodiversity (land cover change). It can also contribute through the provision of data on
the costs of conservation, which could include the costs of buying and managing the land
or the opportunity costs associated with setting the land aside for conservation rather than
some other form of land use. In a study in South Africa where 2 scenarios of data
availability were tested (a non GEOSS and a GEOSS scenario), it was shown that the non
GEOSS scenario overestimated the amount of land needed for conservation by 10%. This
10% more land would cost approximately 1.2 billion euros, plus 57 million euros in
management costs annually. When this cost is compared to the costs of the GEOSS
scenario data (200 million euros) the benefit chain assessment indicates the value of
investing in these data.
This study was extended to Europe where data poor, data medium and data rich scenarios
were constructed for the region.
Table of European data scenarios
Data poor
Species
Ecosystems

Land cover
Opportunity
costs

WWF ecoregions

Data medium
Species atlas data
WWF ecoregions

GLC (2000)
National level
yields in euros per
ha
50 x 50 km

GLC (2000)
National level
yields in euros per
ha
50 X 50 km

Data rich
HRU
environmental
diversity
CORINE 2000
1km2 yield data
from HRUs

10 x 10 km*
Planning unit
resolution
* This could have been done at a 1km2 resolution based on the data, however software
and processing requirements would not allow this
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Using the software MARXAN (Ball and Possingham 2000) and the GIS interface CLUZ
(Smith 2007) a conservation assessment was conducted for the study region using all 3
data scenarios. For each scenario 1000 000 iterations were run 100 times each to find the
best solution to conserving biodiversity while minimising opportunity costs to agriculture.
Figure 1 below shows the outputs of the 3 scenarios, using the best solution from 100
runs
a

b

c

Figure 1: The outputs of conservation assessments on the a) data poor; b) data medium
and c) data rich scenarios
When it comes to comparing these solutions using the benefit chain concept 2 main
problems arose. The first is the absence of cost data for most of the datasets used. The
second is measuring the benefits of these solutions in a useful way. The first challenge
remains to be addressed as we attempt to collate cost data – for now we express the costs
as estimated order of magnitude. The second challenge we address by comparing the
outputs of the conservation plans on 2 axes – one that measures the biodiversity
conserved and the other that measures the opportunity costs of each solution. Both axes
were calculated using the data rich scenario’s data on biodiversity (HRU surrogates of
environmental diversity) and costs (using the 1km2 yield data from FASOM). The figure
below (Figure 2) illustrates these 2 axes of benefit assessment (improvements in
biodiversity conservation and reductions in opportunity costs). The costs are not yet
expressed. However the figure shows the improvements in both biodiversity conservation
and reductions in opportunity costs with better data.
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Figure 2: Benefit assessment of improved data for conservation decision making
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